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We are inspiring people. As a team, 
a family, we inspire our students, our 
partners and each other every day. 
We empower, share knowledge and 
create success. 

We dream big for ourselves and  our 
students. 

From a single school, to a global 
chain, to a leader in global education, 
our beliefs have never changed. We 
believe in people and their limitless 
potential. We celebrate and nurture 
achievement and embrace every 
challenge along the way.

With a positive mindset, we innovate 
and keep moving forward. When we 
stumble, we pick ourselves up, re-
focus and create a new path. 

Everyone we meet on this amazing 
journey helps to shape who we are. 
These connections will also shape 
who you are, now and into the future. 

Find Your Voice.

Join us to

find your inspiration 

find your motivation 

find your vision

U S

C A N A D A

U K

I R E L A N D
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I would like to share my post EC journey. 

I am so grateful and would like to 

encourage others to allow themselves to 

cross borders and achieve our goals. 

- Luci, Colombia

10 years anniversary

2013 - 2023

“

“

EC London 30+ 

EC Toronto 30+ 

EC Dublin 30+ 
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EC Toronto 30+ Farewell

Ontario Day trip 

Midtown Toronto Happy hour

I keep in touch with a few classmates after our 

interchange. I saw two or three after it in São Paulo. 

English opened many doors in my life. Recently, I 

applied to study at a college in Canada next Fall. 

In my pictures there are 6 nationalities: Slovakia, 

Colombia, Mexico, France, South Korea, and Brazil. 

- Gunduz, Turkey 
E C  T O R O N T O  3 0 +

“

“
We both have a very special memory story for you from former EC students. Vanessa from Brazil and I from 

Germany met and fell in love at a Business English course in 2018 at EC. After 3 years of staying in touch at a 

distance of over 10,000km each on our own continent, we decided to meet again in 2022 and have been a couple 

ever since. Currently we commute back and forth between Germany and Brazil, because we could not yet decide 

on a common home. We are actually also in close contact and exchange with other classmates around the globe. 

Of course, Vanessa and me, we speak 80% English with each other because Vanessa German and my Portuguese 

is not enough yet, so have now gained a corresponding daily routine in English. We are even thinking about going 

back physically to London again to improve more our English language skills at EC.  

- Vaness, Brazil & Marco, Germany 
E C  L O N D O N  3 0 +

“

“

Check out Cansu’s video testimonial
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6 Pillars

To help you succeed in a global community 

Academically this means we work with our students to 
improve their communicative competence, ensuring 
they have the language, the confidence and the skills 
to interact with other English speakers across from all 
backgrounds and capabilities. 
EC’s Educational Philosophy. 

Our students are studying English as an investment 
in their future, they are studying for their career, to 
study, to travel and sometimes to migrate. They are 
studying English so they can fully participate in a global 
community, but what does that look like?

Our students will need to be able to communicate with 
people;

 y From different cultures
 y With different accents
 y And at different levels of English

We embrace this challenge and have built our 
courses, our support and our schools to ensure our 
students are not just learning English but learning to 
communicate effectively.

We believe in continuous innovation and have made 
research a cornerstone of the ongoing process of 
review and development. This informs all aspects 
of academic management from our curriculum to 
students support to teacher training.

We have a very experienced team that is dedicated to 
developing our academic offering, from Curriculum to 
academic processes. 

This team

 y Attends and speaks at conferences all over the world. 

 y Does research into learning and assessment to ensure 
our students are getting the most up to date and 
evidence based methodology.

 y Collaborates with our publisher, NGL to inform the 
development of their materials.

 y Collects data from assessments and feedback to assess 
the impact of courses.

 y Analyses feedback from students to inform our 
development.

 y Monitors, evaluates and implements changes to 
constantly improve/evolve our classroom experience 
and learning support.

At EC we recognise that our students are making a significant investment in their personal 
development. Our Mission is to Help Students Succeed in a Global Community and we 
developed our Educational Philosophy to deliver our mission and to make our students 
learning journey as effective as possible.

This philosophy is summarised in our 6 pillars of academics

Our  
Mission  

Our Course 
Development  

Our 
Methodology 

Our  
Assessment  

Our 
Consistency 

Our  
Promise  

1 2 3 4 5 6

1   Our Mission
Research-based and data driven

2   Our Course Development



EC Malta 30+
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The communicative approach – the EC way

"We are committed to putting the students at the centre of their learning and engaging students in a visible process 

to build their learning skills, cultural awareness and their language skills.

By building their learning skills students attain a lifelong benefit, enabling them to take advantage of all learning 

opportunities they encounter, both in and out of the classroom, and as a result progress more quickly" 

How is EC different?

EC employs the Communicative Approach. However, 

at EC it’s not about doing what works, it’s about doing 

what works best.  We believe our learners benefit from:

 y Knowing what they’re learning.

 y Knowing why they’re learning it (how it can be used 

in their lives outside the classroom).

 y Knowing what success looks like.

 y Choosing their personal levels of success.

 y Knowing what they need to do better next time.

How do we achieve this?

 y We provide real-life objectives:

Our objectives are written so that students can see 

how this lesson will impact their life outside the 

classroom. 

 y We provide clear aims

 y We discuss lesson aims & objectives

 y We enable our learners to choose what success  

looks like for them

 y We include feedback, reflection and repetition  

in every lesson.

3   Our Methodology

What can a student expect in a communicative language classroom?

Classes will begin 
with an overall 

lesson objective

1

Throughout the 
lesson, students 

will work with their 
partners to learn 

grammar, vocabulary 
and skills

2

Towards the end of 
the lesson, they will 
practise using this 

language in context

3

Receive feedback 
in the form of 

error correction or 
interesting language 
that emerged in the 

conversation

4

The EC Way
Every lesson at EC is approached in the EC Way, 

because we recognise how important it is for our 

students to see progress in every day. 



Formative, personalised and relevant
4   Our Assessment

  PRE-ARRIVAL  

Students take their placement test which is followed 

with a speaking test on arrival. This information is used 

to place students in the correct level.

  DAILY  

Every day in class success criteria allow students to 

self-assess and peer assess, as well as get well targeted 

feedback.

  WEEKLY  

In Friday feedback students reflect on their week and 

take part in consolidation activities that provide lots of 

opportunities for feedback and assessment.

  MONTHLY  

Following the 4 weekly progress assessment students 

receive comprehensive feedback on their performance, 

areas that they have done well at and areas they need 

to do further work on. This is reviewed and can be 

changed based on student needs.

  AT END OF COURSE  

Students can take an Exit test which will show them the 

progress they have made during their course in terms of 

Use of English, Reading, Writing and Speaking.

We believe that assessment should primarily be a formative process, a true reflection of a student’s capabilities 
which informs students on their learning needs and successes.

Our assessment is designed to meet students’ individual needs and takes place throughout their courses.
 They happen:

EC Dublin 30+
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We ensure consistency by making sure our processes 

are robust and build good practice across all our 

centres.  

Consistency is key, it is important that our students 

have the same exemplary learning experience whether 

they are studying in Cape Town or Toronto. It is also 

important that students enjoy the unique aspects 

of their destination, so although we have created a 

framework for lessons to deliver effective learning, 

teachers have freedom to adapt the plan to suit their 

students and their city.

At EC, visible data is built into our course. Before a 

student arrives, we provide guidance on setting effective 

learning goals, as research shows goals drive results.

Our lesson structure and our assessment structure are 

both built around feedback that helps students to learn 

and our Feedback Friday provides space for reflection, 

review of goals and feedback to drive progress.  

Over the last 10 years we have been collecting data 

on our students’ progress and we used this data to 

develop our EC Promise.

What you can expect 

 y  Progression of 8 weeks per level at EC 

 y  Progress Assessment every 4 weeks or on teacher 

recommendation if you are progressing more 

quickly 

 y  The curriculum is organised in 4 week modules 

with regular assessment and feedback to promote 

progress

 y Placement and Exit tests recording speaking 

scores to better determine your overall level

We promise you will progress when

 y You attend 96% of your classes

 y You complete at least three homework assignments 

per week, with an average score of 9/10

 y You actively participate in lessons, with an average 

score of 9/10 for participation and motivation

Company-wide standards and training Your progress is visible and guaranteed 

5   Our Consistency 6   EC Promise

We believe in continuous innovation and have 
made research a cornerstone of the ongoing 
process of review and development. This 
informs all aspects of academic management 
from our curriculum to students support to 
teacher training.

To ensure consistency in learning experience 
and support:

 y All Directors of Studies are inducted and trained in 

EC policies and procedures

 y All teachers receive the same induction to the 

Communicate Approach the EC way. They are 

assigned training modules based on their individual 

needs.

 y All teachers are observed regularly.

 y All our schools are committed to the continuous 

professional development of the acadmic team.

 y All schools are audited once a year by a member of 

the senior management team.

 y All school are accredited by an external 

accreditation body.



You did it!

We celebrate the success of our students every Friday with a graduation 

ceremony; a certificate is awarded showing their course, duration and 

attendance, and final level. 

These certificates are digital and will be sent to students via email – they 

can be downloaded, emailed with college / job applications, shared on 

Linkedin and a badge can also be attached to email signatures.

A1 
B E G I N N E R

You have a very basic knowledge 
of vocabulary and simple 
grammatical structure. You can 
invite someone somewhere and 
talk about your past. 

A2 
E L E M E N TA RY

You understand most 
conversations spoken slowly 
and clearly. You can give 
someone simple directions on 
the street. 

B1 
P R E -  I N T E R M E D I AT E 

You speak fairly easily on 
everyday matters. You can 
explain what you need from 
service providers.

B1+ 
I N T E R M E D I AT E 

You can communicate easily 
on everyday matters but have 
a limited range of expression. 
You can have a conversation on 
the telephone.

B2 
U P P E R- I N T E R M E D I AT E 

You can use the language with 
some confidence but with 
noticeable lapses in accuracy 
and fluency. You can give a short 
business presentation in English.

B2+ 
P R E -A DVA N C E D 

You can use the language 
with confidence. You can read 
English newspapers, follow TV 
news and apply for an English-
speaking job.

C1 
A DVA N C E D 

With a good command of 
English, you can read and write 
accurately with few errors. You 
can understand most academic 
texts and lectures. 

C2 
P R O F I C I E N C Y

You have near-full command 
of the language. You can use 
industry terms for your field 
of study. 

E C  L E V E L S A1 A2 B1 B1+ B2 B2+ C1 C2

IELTS* 3.0 - 4.0 4.0 - 4.5 4.5 - 5.0 5.0 - 6.0 6.0 - 6.5 6.5 - 7.5

Cambridge* KET PET FCE CAE

TOEFL* 35 - 45 46 - 65 66 - 85 86 - 105

TOEIC* 255 - 400 405 - 600 605 - 780 785 - 900

  4 W E E K S                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     *Equivalent

If you meet the course requirements you will progress at the rate shown below.

Whatever it takes! 

If you don’t progress based on our guarantee and you have completed all the criteria 

for progression, you’ll automatically have a meeting with an academic staff member 

to discuss how we can help you reach your guaranteed result. We will give you a 

personalised programme to follow to help you progress, ALL FOR FREE! 

 Progress  
8 weeks  
per level 

at EC

Post your EC certificates   
on Linkedin!

Check out Nicolas’ testimonial

https://youtu.be/jJtP1dm0Jmo


Orange Carpet Experience 

Socialise with  
other students

Take your 
Placement Test

Log on to  
Teams account

MyEC
Get ready to learn

Access MyEC from your own home.  

Gain access to information about 

your EC school and location. Take 

your placement test, access our 

library of self-study activities, or 

attend free online classes before 

you even arrive.

Chat to other EC students and 

staff and find out what’s going on 

outside the classroom too, so you 

can plan ahead.

Weekend  
experience

A warm  
welcome at your  
accommodation

Transfer to your 
accommodation

Arrive at the  
airport

MyEC

EC Advance

The classroom 
experience

Preparing to  
learn

Setting you up for 
success – before 
you even get here

Making you feel  
at home – as soon 

as you get here 

Helping you fulfil  
your language 

dreams

We’ll make sure you’ll know what to 

expect from the moment you arrive 

in the country of your EC school. 

You will have instructions of how to 

arrive at your accommodation.

You will be welcomed at your new 

home and given information on the 

locality and have time to settle in.

Every Sunday all new students 

can get to know their classmates 

before classes begin.  

On Monday you will attend your 

first day and we will monitor your 

progress and provide ongoing 

feedback.  

Every student’s learning journey 

is a personalised one, tailored to 

ensure you have all the tools you 

need to focus on your language 

outcomes.

You can follow your progress and 

see assignments and reports on 

MyEC.

1 2 3

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v
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How can we  
make it better?

Tell us, we listen,  
we action

Every moment is  
a wow moment

Take your  
exit test

Graduation & 
Farewell

Overcome the 
forgetting curve 

Stay  
connected 

Be Prepared  
for your last week

We’re here to 
support you

See you next time 
never good-bye 

4 5

We appreciate that every 

student’s needs and expectations 

are different, so everything we 

do for you will be for you, with 

your personal needs taken into 

consideration.  

We will check in with you regularly 

and are always readily available 

to support any of your needs.  We 

acknowledge that sometimes 

things don’t go according to plan, 

but we’re committed to turning 

things around quickly.

We believe that language learning is 

a lifetime experience, and we want 

to be by your side as you continue 

your journey.  In your last week we 

will celebrate your progress and 

give you lots of opportunities to 

say your goodbyes. We’ll give you 

tips to overcome the ‘forgetting 

curve’ and make sure you can 

continue learning and stay in touch. 

We encourage you to join the EC 

Alumni groups on LinkedIn and 

Facebook.

v

v

v

v

v

v

MyEC is where you take 

your placement test and 

complete a pre-arrival 

survey. You can also start 

learning English before you 

leave home, with a wealth 

of online learning materials 

available exclusively on the 

platform. 

There are resources with 

language activities perfect 

for targeting your reading, 

writing, speaking and 

listening skills. 

It is the place to go to 

organise meetings with your 

teachers and organise your 

social life. 

15
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Find Your Course

Included with your course

 ͚ Access to MyEC from booking

 ͚ Online Placement Test

 ͚ Orange Carpet Experience

 ͚ Extra language workshops and activities

 ͚ Social and cultural programme

 ͚ Free WiFi and use of computers

 ͚ Free access to Microsoft Office* 
    *(for the duration of the course)

General English

General English + Special Focus

Business English

Club 50+

1

2

3

4

17



EC London 30+



General English

Our General English programmes are designed to 

improve your ability to communicate in all areas of 

English from networking to conferencing; from hanging 

out with other students to presenting your dissertation; 

from negotiating in a market, to meeting new people.

We will help you develop your English systems 

(grammar, vocabulary and pronunciation) and skills 

(reading, writing, speaking and listening), while also 

building the learning skills that will keep you improving 

and give you the confidence to use your knowledge and 

language in real-life situations.

The General English programmes also help you discuss 

and develop the global competencies (international 

collaboration, inter-cultural communication and 

awareness and critical thinking) that are sure to help 

you succeed in the global community. 

Lessons 
per week

hours per 
week

WHY

GE 20 20 15
Gives you a practical understanding of the English language and takes you 
all the way to fluency. See your confidence improve as we train you in all 
communication skills.

GE 24 24 18
Includes four lessons per week in your choice of Special Focus lessons.  
This amount is a good balance of lesson time and free time during your stay.

GE 26 26 19.5 Combine 20 General English lessons with 6 Special Focus lessons every week.

GE 30 30 22.5
Allows you to personalise your course by taking 10 lessons per week across 
a wide selection of Special Focus options.

No matter what you want to achieve in your life, whether you are hoping to study in an English-
speaking college, travel the world, build your career, or all three, General English is here to help.

1
20, 24, 26 & 30 lessons per week   

19



Special Focus Classes
If you want to take extra classes that will help develop specific areas, join one of our 
programmes below. You can take these classes from 1 week to 8 weeks (4 weeks for English in 
the City), so you can mix and match to suit your needs.

English for Work
Get ready to start the career you’ve been 
dreaming about by building your confidence 
and professional correspondence skills with 
business English.

For your special focus lessons you will work on 

language to participate in meetings, write emails 

and communicate confidently. Lesson topics will 

cover negotiating, management and HR, branding 

and promotional strategies, project management, 

business ethics, workplace, giving presentations and 

preparing for interviews.

Global Awareness 

Develop your critical thinking so you have a 

better understanding of what’s happening 

in current events and world issues. Increase 

your awareness of different cultures and how 

communication varies between them.

Expand Your Vocabulary

If you’re interested in widening your range of 

vocabulary, this is the course for you. In these 

lessons, you will focus on developing your 

vocabulary through topic based lessons. 

Real-Life Listening 

You will test and develop your ability to 

understand and respond in English in real 

situations. Expand your vocabulary by 

listening to conversations, music, videos and 

podcasts. 

Speaking With Confidence 

Develop confidence. Practise conversation. 

Increase fluency. Improve your speaking, 

listening and pronunciation skills so you 

become more confident interacting in real-life 

situations.

English in the City
Turn a foreign city into YOUR city! 
Get out there, interact with locals, 
experience their dialects and explore  
their history.

Take special focus lessons inspired by your chosen 

city. One weekly lesson will take you and your 

classmates outside to experience local sights and 

activities. Back in the classroom, your lessons will 

be inspired by the city, from ‘Describing Art and 

Culture – Museum Tours’ to ‘Talk like a Local – 

Neighbourhood Visits’.

a b

EC New York 30+ & Cape Town 30+

2
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One-to-One coaching 

One-to-One coaching sessions are delivered by a qualified external provider 

and are available as an added extra. These personalised online sessions are 

designed to help discover new perspectives and tools, in order to reach a 

specific goal through transformation of behaviours.

Add on

Dance

Combine English with one dance class per day at New York’s Broadway Dance 

Center. Classes include ballet, jazz, hip-hop, theater, tap, belly dancing, yoga, 

pilates, stretch and more!  Students can take classes based around their 

English course schedule and desire.

One-to-One classes

These provide students with the opportunity to learn English and take part 

in developing personal lesson plans alongside their teachers and give the 

student the ability to focus on specific areas of weakness or interest.

Safari   

English courses at EC Cape Town come with the exciting opportunity to go 

on a few days safari! Encounter lions, elephants, rhinos, buffalo, cheetahs, 

ostriches, springbok and wildebeest during scenic game drives. Fully guided 

tours hat are a memorable experience.

+

EC New York 30+ exclusive

EC Cape Town 30+ exclusive

21



Business English
Business English students focus on the skills and 

language necessary to succeed in a business 

environment and cover Communication, Crisis 

Management, Team Building, Finance, International 

Business, Ethics and CSR.

EC Malta 30+ exclusive

EC Malta 30+ & EC London 30+

4

 Our Club 50+ courses are  

specifically for those aged 50  

and over who want to learn English for work, family, 

hobbies or leisure time. The classes focus on being 

able to speak confidently in everyday situations, while 

also enjoying the temperate climate and history and 

culture of Malta.

The courses are held over 2 weeks from 3rd to 14th 

June and  23rd September to 3rd October 2024. We 

help find accommodation and there are many activities 

planned – so perfect for those travelling alone.

Club 3

22



 

Free
Language 
Workshops
Add some finesse with additional FREE 
teacher-led workshops. Offered in all EC 
schools, this is your chance to add to your 
learning with extra language guidance 
outside the classroom. 

Your chance to pick up tips and pointers to 

master different language skills. Clinics are in 

grammar, pronunciation, writing and reading. 

Check your school’s activity calendar to see 

when you can join.

Skills Clinics

You pick the topic and get the ball rolling! Flex 

those conversation skills with other students 

from various classes, levels and nationalities. 

A relaxed, sociable and fun way to learn.

Conversation Sessions

EC Dublin 30+

Additional  

Free  Workshops
Adapted to meet the needs of 
the students at each school. 

You may find:

• Work Clinic

• Improvisation Hour

• Breaking News

• Writing Clinic...

23



With a combination of lessons and activities, your days are filled with opportunities to practise 
your English. Lessons provide you with direct learning, while excursions, free language workshops 
and activities allow you to learn vocabulary and practise new language in day-to-day life, offering you 
a balanced and thorough learning schedule.

Your Activity Schedule

Keep Learning Outside the Classroom

Book your activity

Yankees’ game  and dinner, New York

Borough Market, London

Pub night, Dublin

24



Learn & Explore - Wine tasting, Cape Town

Water sports, Vancouver

Walk around, Brighton

Learn & Explore
In learn and explore you learn functional language and 

immediately put it into practice on an exciting excursion.

+

25



Bus to Angel station, London

Find Your Home

Heyday Carman’s Hall Dublin

Discover local markets, Toronto

Our recommended accommodation options are 
most suited to professionals and are located 
close to our schools. 

Each has a dedicated workspace with free 
internet, self-catering facilities and is located in a 
vibrant neighbourhood close to amenities. 

26



Homestay

Live with a local and fully 

immerse yourself in the 

culture of the country. 

You’ll have your own 

space and the opportunity 

to learn about the city 

you’re in from a resident’s 

perspective.

27



New York 

A choice of residences with workspace, wi-fi and 

amenities like gym, games rooms, laundry facilities 

etc to complement rooms with storage, bed and desk 

and ensuite bathroom are available in the city.  

Conveniently located withing walking distance of the 

school which is in Times Square, you can choose from 

the Midtown or Murray neighbourhoods. 

Toronto

Located in the heart of midtown Toronto and steps 

from Yonge & Eglinton, The Parker offers stylish and 

well-equipped apartments. Each unit has a washer 

dryer, TV, free Wi-Fi and AC.  

Workspace and lounges are available as well as a 

fitness centre, private yoga space, arcade and games 

room, two bowling alleys, entertainment kitchen and 

a two-storey sky lounge with rooftop infinity pool to 

compliment the building. 

Brighton

Offering a range of accommodation options from 

student residences to homestays; living in Brighton is 

certainly fun! It’s like a London-by-the-sea with many 

high street stores, global cuisine and a creative vibe. 

Our accommodation options are usually walkable / 

bikeable, but all are on public transport routes. 

Dublin

Stylishly designed and with an en-suite bathroom, free 

super-fast fibre broadband, work area and generous 

storage, the Heyday Carmen’s Hall residence is 

located in a vibrant part of the city, rich in history, 

friendly locals and a trendy, dynamic atmosphere 

which all make it a welcoming home from home.

28



Vancouver

Choose your accommodation to suit your personality! 

Each has a distinct feel about it with shopping, 

socialising and green spaces. Most have parking 

spaces too for those who rent cars for the duration of 

their course. 

London

Live in one of our En Suite Apartments in Canada 

Water with access to free Wi-Fi.  a 24/7 gym, cinema 

room, games area, spacious communal lounge, work 

zones, courtyard, shared kitchens and around the 

clock support.  

You can be in the heart of the capital city within 

15 minutes. There are plenty of things to do and 

attractions to see.  

Malta

Studio and one-bed apartments are a popular choice; 

close to the school and the main restaurants and 

nightlife area, usually within walking distance. The 

vibrant area offers international cuisine, pharmacies, 

malls, banks and other services too. 

Cape Town

A Homestay is a great way to experience the city; 

all are located within 30 minutes of the school and 

student style apartments are available too all fitted 

with modern amenities and facilities.  

29





Find Your City
New York

Toronto

Vancouver

London

Brighton

Dublin

Malta

Cape Town
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EC New York 30+
With its incredible diversity, a plethora of cultural opportunities, and global 
prominence, New York presents an ideal environment for immersing oneself 
in the English language. EC New York, situated in Times Square, not only 
offers English language learning but also a wide range of extracurricular 
activities and cultural events, enabling students to practice their English 
skills and make the most of their time in the city. 

U SA 

map

cost of living

Accommodation
Homestay
Manhattan Homestay
Residence

32

https://goo.gl/maps/RZgipxpbLcmAQEqe7
https://www.numbeo.com/cost-of-living/in/New-York


Courses

 ̬ General English (20/24/26/30)

 ̬ English for Work (GE 20 + 4 English for Work)      

 ̬ English in the City (GE 20 + 4 English in the City) 

English Plus (combine your course with)

 + One-to-One

 + Executive One-to-One Coaching

 + Dance

FREE  
WI-FI

INTERACTIVE 
TOUCHSCREEN TVS

DIGITAL  
CERTIFICATE

STUDENT  
LOUNGE

SELF-STUDY  
AREA

LIBRARY

CAFÉ / RESTAURANT IN 
THE BUILDING 

MICROWAVE  
OVENS

Nationality & Age Mix

23% Brazilian  30-40 55%

12% French 41-50 25%

8% Japanese 51+ 20%

8% Swiss

7% Italian 

6% German

5% Colombian

31% Other (59)

Based on the average of the last two years

33



EC Toronto 30+
Toronto is one of the most culturally diverse cities on the planet, with over 
half of Torontonians born outside of Canada. Together, they bring a mix of 
vibrant cultures to the city where you can find amazing neighbourhoods, 
restaurants and festivals.  EC Toronto is located in Midtown, just off the 
world-famous Yonge Street, and offers a full range of courses including 
Canadian Pathways where we have dedicated staff members who assist 
students in every step of their higher education journey. 

map

cost of living

C a n a d a

Accommodation
Shared Apartment
Residence
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https://goo.gl/maps/LKsVEcNeCBtppVpE9
https://www.numbeo.com/cost-of-living/in/Toronto


Courses

FREE  
WI-FI

INTERACTIVE 
TOUCHSCREEN TVS

DIGITAL  
CERTIFICATE

STUDENT  
LOUNGE

SELF-STUDY  
AREA

LIBRARY

CAFÉ  
IN THE BUILDING

MICROWAVE  
OVENS

Nationality & Age Mix

29% Brazilian  30-40 52%

13% Japanese 41-50 30%

10% French 51+ 18%

8% Mexican

7% Colombian 

6% Korean

4% Turkish

23% Other (48)

Based on the average of the last two years

 ̬ General English (20/24/26/30)

 ̬ English for Work (GE 20 + 10 English for Work)       

English Plus (combine your course with)

 + One-to-One

 + Executive One-to-One Coaching
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EC Vancouver 30+
Regularly in the Top 10 Places to Live, Vancouver is the city that has it all; 
nature, arts, green spaces and bodies of water to suit all souls! A year-round 
destination with events and districts to suit all tastes and budgets.  
In the winter you can ski in the morning and swim in the afternoon, and in 
summer you can embrace the Bard on the Beach festival to mingle with the 
cultured. 

map

cost of living

C a n a d a

Accommodation
Homestay
Shared Apartment 
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https://goo.gl/maps/kTToUt6ufagzYgam6
https://www.numbeo.com/cost-of-living/in/Vancouver


Courses

FREE  
WI-FI

INTERACTIVE 
TOUCHSCREEN TVS

DIGITAL  
CERTIFICATE

STUDENT  
LOUNGE

SELF-STUDY  
AREA

LIBRARY

CAFÉ  
IN THE BUILDING

KITCHEN AREA

Nationality & Age Mix

27% Brazilian  30-40 69%

18% Japanese 41-50 24%

13% Swiss 51+ 7%

9% Mexican

6% Korean 

5% Colombian

4% German

18% Other (39)

Based on the average of the last two years

 ̬ General English (20/24/26/30)

 ̬ English for Work (GE 20 + 10 English for Work)       

English Plus (combine your course with)

 + One-to-One

 + Executive One-to-One Coaching
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EC London 30+
Immerse yourself in English studies in London and foster new friendships 
with students from diverse backgrounds. Designed for mature learners, the 
lessons offer plenty of opportunities for social activities, including group 
excursions to fascinating places like Whitechapel Gallery and Camden 
Market. Additionally, ’Academic Extras’ like lectures, pronunciation clinics, 
and conversation classes supplement the course, encouraging learners to 
make the most of their time in this iconic city. 

map

cost of living

U K

Accommodation
Homestay
Residence
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https://goo.gl/maps/KRLxjNoP9124CZfbA
https://www.numbeo.com/cost-of-living/in/London


Courses

FREE  
WI-FI

INTERACTIVE 
TOUCHSCREEN TVS

DIGITAL  
CERTIFICATE

STUDENT  
LOUNGE

SELF-STUDY  
AREA

LIBRARY

CAFÉ / RESTAURANT IN 
THE BUILDING 

MICROWAVE  
OVENS

Nationality & Age Mix

22% Brazilian  30-40 42%

9% French 41-50 31%

8% German 51+ 27%

8% Japanese

8% Turkish 

6% Swiss

6% Saudi Arabian

33% Other (83)

Based on the average of the last two years

 ̬ General English (20/24/26/30)

 ̬ English for Work (GE 20 + 10 English for Work)       

 ̬ Business English (20)

English Plus (combine your course with)

 + One-to-One

 + Executive One-to-One Coaching
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EC Brighton 30+
Brimming with arts, famous for its lanes full of quaint shops and alternative 
eateries and known for its inclusive and diverse population; you’ll have the 
time of your life in this seaside town. Iconic architecture, infamous nightlife 
and nostalgic yet modern and quirky feel, make Brighton a destination for 
those with zest for life! 

map

cost of living

U K

Accommodation
Homestay
Residence

 S U M M E R  O N LY
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https://goo.gl/maps/jTES7ZSuZkysXroaA
https://www.numbeo.com/cost-of-living/in/Brighton


Courses

Nationality & Age Mix

22% Saudi Arabian   30-40 78%

13% Swiss 41-50 15%

11% Brazilian 51+ 4%

9% Turkish

6% Austrian 

5% Italian

5% French

29% Other (48)

Projection based on the average of EC Brighton's last two years

 ̬ General English (20/24/26/30)

 ̬ English for Work (GE 20 + 10 English for Work)       

English Plus (combine your course with)

 + One-to-One

 + Executive One-to-One Coaching

FREE  
WI-FI

INTERACTIVE 
TOUCHSCREEN TVS

DIGITAL  
CERTIFICATE

STUDENT  
LOUNGE

SELF-STUDY  
AREA

LIBRARY

CAFÉ / RESTAURANT IN 
THE BUILDING 

PRAYER  
ROOM
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EC Dublin 30+
EC Dublin 30+ caters specifically to mature students with substantial life 
and professional experiences. Study in modern classrooms that reflect 
Ireland’s unique culture and learn English through engaging activities 
like speaking, listening, reading, and writing. Throughout the experience, 
students will interact with peers from around the globe, providing a chance 
to discover various cultural, personal, and professional backgrounds, 
leading to a larger and more diverse personal and professional network by 
the course’s conclusion. 

Accommodation
Homestay
Residence

map

cost of living

I r e l a n d
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https://goo.gl/maps/p3xyA3nijks2NBM17
https://www.numbeo.com/cost-of-living/in/Dublin


Courses

FREE  
WI-FI

INTERACTIVE 
TOUCHSCREEN TVS

DIGITAL  
CERTIFICATE

STUDENT  
LOUNGE

SELF-STUDY  
AREA

LIBRARY

CAFÉ NEXT DOOR

Nationality & Age Mix

23% French  30-40 33%

18% Italian 41-50 31%

15% Brazilian 51+ 36%

10% German

9% Spanish 

5% Swiss

4% Turkish

16% Other (48)

Based on the average of the last two years

 ̬ General English (20/24/26/30)

 ̬ English for Work (GE 20 + 10 English for Work)       

English Plus (combine your course with)

 + One-to-One

 + Executive One-to-One Coaching

COMPUTER 
LAB
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EC Malta 30+
Steeped in history but known for its start-up and esports and i-gaming 
industries, this power packed island has more to it than beaches – though 
they are spectacular! Hiking, sailing, golf and the arts are all easily doable; 
the island may be small but its heart – and social calendar is BIG. Small 
enough to get around easily – a mix of cultures and its history make it a 
place that people return to year after year.

map

cost of living

M a l t a

Accommodation
Homestay
Shared Residence
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https://goo.gl/maps/aSgEKnxfkNPDJ1Dq5
https://www.numbeo.com/cost-of-living/in/Sliema


Courses

Nationality & Age Mix

17% Brazilian  30-40 58%

14% French 41-50 24%

8% Colombian 51+ 18%

8% German

8% Italian 

76% Japanese

6% Spanish

32% Other (93)

Based on the average of the last two years

 ̬ General English (20/24/26/30)

 ̬ English for Work (GE 20 + 10 English for Work)     

 ̬ Business English Mini Group (20/30)  

 ̬ Club 50+ Mini Group (20)  

English Plus (combine your course with)

 + One-to-One

 + Executive One-to-One Coaching

FREE  
WI-FI

INTERACTIVE 
TOUCHSCREEN TVS

DIGITAL  
CERTIFICATE

STUDENT  
LOUNGE

SELF-STUDY  
AREA

LIBRARY

CAFÉ NEXT DOOR

COMPUTER 
LAB
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EC Cape Town 30+
Wine tasting, safaris, food markets, hiking, diving with sharks, safari – there’s 
so much going on in Cape Town all year round! With its great climate and 
time zone in line with much of Europe, this is a great place to head to for 
those who also need to work – if you can find time to fit it in! The school has 
a great track record for professionals adding volunteering to their CV too. 
Check it the opportunities available! 

map

cost of living

S o u t h  A f r i c a

Accommodation
HomestayShared 
Residence
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https://goo.gl/maps/jCscxVvmt7y4fZ2F6
https://www.numbeo.com/cost-of-living/in/Cape-Town


Courses

Nationality & Age Mix

25% Saudi Arabian  30-40 71%

17% Brazilian 41-50 19%

10% Yemeni 51+ 10%

9% Swiss

3% French 

3% German

2% Turkish

31% Other (44)

Projection based on the average of EC Cape Town's last two years

 ̬ General English (20/24/26/30)

 ̬ English for Work (GE 20 + 10 English for Work)   

 ̬ English in the City (GE 20 + 4 English in the City)     

English Plus (combine your course with)

 + One-to-One

 + Executive One-to-One Coaching

 + Safari

FREE  
WI-FI

INTERACTIVE 
TOUCHSCREEN TVS

DIGITAL  
CERTIFICATE

STUDENT  
LOUNGE

SELF-STUDY  
AREA

LIBRARY

CAFÉ NEXT DOOR

COMPUTER 
LAB
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We are ready to take you through our offerings  

and to find the best option for you! 

Contact us here

Time to Play

Find our other 
fun filters at our 

instagram account

O R C L I C K  S C A N  C L I C K

48

https://www.ecenglish.com/en/contact
https://www.instagram.com/ar/2052982781709595/


We look forward to meeting you….

...in person at one of  
our schools around the globe

a
...online from your home  

with EC Live
a

Or in a Virtual Reality class  
in the metaverse with Simmula

Awards
We have won the top award in our industry, the ST Star Chain 
School Award, in 2020/21, 2018, 2017, 2016 and 2011; and we have 
been nominated for this award almost every year since 2007. 

Other Awards

 2021 
 y Japan Best School Awards for EC Live*,  

Ryugaku Japan (*Previously known as EC Virtual)

 2020 
 y Japan Best School Awards for EC Toronto,  

Ryugaku Japan

 2019 
 y Best Chain School, UED

 2018 
 y Best Admissions Support, IE Intercambio

 y School Top Of Mind

 y EC - School Group of the year, ESL

 y Best Malta School, UED

 2017 
 y CSR Champion of the Year, UED Best English

 y EC Malta - (English) School of the Year award, ESL

 y Best Admissions Support, IE Intercambio

 y Best Operations Support, Travelmate

 2016 
 y UK’s Customer Experience Silver Star Award  

(for the Orange Carpet Experience)

 y School top of mind, Travelmate

 y Experience, ESL School Group of the Year, ESL

 y Language School, UED Best Chain School

Star Chain School  2011, 2016, 2017, 2018 and 2020/21
Innovation of the Year  2009, 2010

Star Chain School 2007, 2008, 2010, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2019, 2020
Junior Course for Under 18s 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014

We have created special insurance policies with 
trusted insurance providers to ensure you feel 
protected and secure when you travel and study 
with us.

These special policies have been designed to 
suit the specific needs of our students who travel 
abroad to study on our adult courses and provide 
very good levels of cover for all destinations.

Enrolment is extremely easy and can be done at 
the same time as booking your course through 
EC. You will receive your policy information 
prior to beginning your course, and all detailed 
information will be sent to you in case of 
requirement for visa applications. 

For information regarding levels of coverage, 
please speak to your EC representative, or visit  
www.ecenglish.com 

Depending on your choice of destination 
certain requirements for insurance coverage are 
required by law, even if you choose not to take 
EC’s insurance option, in most cases you must 
organise private health insurance in order to get 
a visa and to study in your chosen destination. 

For further details, plus Terms and Conditions, 
please visit: www.guard.me  
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www.ecenglish.com


